
Auckward Love Episode Synopsis - Sample  

Example 1. Auckward Love 3, Episode 7. 

Now back in Auckland, it is time for Alice to meet up with Albee Shistrock, the artist, 
who by now she has built up a crush for (both talent and sexual) who has suggested 
they collaborate on a project. She has let no one know she is meeting him, Steve 
especially, and Alice is a bundle of nerves turning up to his studio to work, only to find 
he intends to paint her naked and won’t take no for an answer. He uses his power in 
the art world to blackmail her into doing so, which she relents to and poses.  

Example 2. Auckward Love 3, Episode 7. 

Now back from their trip road trip to Hamilton where they rescued Grace, it is time for 
a nervous Alice to meet up with Albee Shistrock, the artist we met in episode 3, who 
by now she has built up a crush for (both talent and sexual) who has suggested they 
collaborate on a project. She has let no one know she is meeting him, her boyfriend 
especially, and Alice is a bundle of nerves turning up to his private studio to work, 
only to find he intends to paint her naked. “I won’t take no for an answer, Alice” 
Gabriel says to her as she tries to refuse. He uses his power in the art world to 
blackmail her into doing so, which she relents to and poses. 

These two examples may both seem appropriate enough to use as episode 
synopses, but let’s look at why Example 2 isn’t as concise, clear, and, 
consequently, as effective as Example 1.  
 

Now back from their trip road trip to Hamilton where they rescued Grace, it is time 

for a nervous Alice to meet up with Albee Shistrock, the artist we met in ep 3,  

who by now she has built up a crush for (both talent and sexual) who has 

suggested they collaborate on a project. She has let no one know she is meeting 

him, her boyfriend especially, and Alice is a bundle of nerves turning up to his 

private studio to work, only to find he intends to paint her naked. 

 “I won’t take no for an answer, Alice” Gabriel says to her as she tries to refuse. 

He uses his power in the art world to blackmail her into doing so, which she 

relents to and poses.

A previous episode synopsis has explained their trip and the purpose of it

There is a more appropriate place to mention Alice’s emotions Our reader knows this from reading a previous synopsis

We have invested in Steve being his name in previous eps, using this will continue our emotional investment in him

Dialogue should not be included in a synopsis

The privacy of his studio is implied by the actions he takes.
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